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(Sample Chapter)

Workout 106: Assign a Fixed Quantity of Material Resources to a Task
Purpose: to show one of two different ways you can assign Material Resources
to a Task. This way consists of assigned a fixed quantity to a Task which would
get expended regardless of the duration. The second way (presented in the
next workout) consists of defining a daily rate (or any other period) that can be
consumed in proportion to the Duration of the Task.
Review:
Workout 95: Specify Material Resource on the Resource Sheet
to learn about defining Material Resources onto the Resource Sheet.
When we specify work resources, we specify the number of resources or units
needed to carry out a Task.
With material resources, the measurement, or the assignment unit, is
quantity. When you assign a material resource to a task, you specify the
quantity of resource that this task will consume.
As a reminder, we can assign material resources in two ways:
Fixed Assignment of Material per Task: material that is assigned as one fixed
quantity. No matter how long the task is, the material you assigned will remain
the same: 100 meters, 45 tons, 67 grills, etc.
Period Assignment of Material: this is assigned to a task on a periodic basis.
For example, you can indicate that 10 KG of cleaning material will be used per
day or 3 meals per day or 20 liters per hour. This means that the longer the
Task is, the more you will use of this material.
1) Create a new project and save it under any name.
2) Create a Task A with a duration of 4 days.
3) Create two Material Resources as shown:
Concrete to be measured in tons (Material Label) at $25 a ton
Cleaning Material in KGs (Material Label) at $1.5 a KG (to be used in the
next section)
4) Assign Concrete to Task A
Specify the assignment as 250 tons as shown below:
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On pressing OK, MSP will put the Material Label next to the units as follows:

5) So now, 250 tons are assigned to the Task. If you view the Task Cost you will
see:

Since 250 x $25 = $6250. Regardless of how long the task is, this will be the
cost assigned to it.
Note: here is where Accrual plays a role. When defining the Resource, we left
the accrual as "prorated". This means MSP will spread the entered units (250)
over the 8 days as shown:

Suppose we had set the Resource Accrual to be "Start". This is what we will
get:

You can see that MSP has charged the whole cost on the first day.
Save your project as we will use it in the next step.
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Workout 107: Assign a Periodic Quantity of Material to a Task
Purpose: this workout shows you how to assign a quantity of material that is
proportional to the duration of a Task. If the duration changes, the total
quantity will also change. (In the previous workout, we showed the method of
assigning a fixed quantity of material to a task, independent of the duration).
1) Use the same project as in the previous example.
2) Create a new Task B with a Duration of 4 days
3) Now assign Cleaning Material to Task B
Specify the assignment as 20 KGs / day as shown below:

It is critical to indicate the quantity as 20/day and not 20 (as before). This tells
MSP that you want to use 20 KGs of Cleaning Material per day, no matter how
long the Task takes.
On pressing OK, we get the following:

It shows that the total expenditure is 80 KGs (over 4 days).
4) Now let us view the cost:

The above shows that at the cost of $1.5 per KG, our total cost is $120.
Hint: in the Units column, you can enter a rate such as 2/day, 5/hour, 67/week.
MSP will interpret the number as per the Material Label (ton, KG, meter, etc.).
So the above will be translated as 2 tons/day or 5 KG/hour or 67 meters/week.
Hint: Accruals of the resource cost works in the same manner here even
though we have assigned the material on a periodic basis.
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Workout 108: Assign Fixed Costs to a Task
Purpose: to assign a fixed cost to a Task. This is a cost that is consumed only
once and does not depend on the Duration of the Task. This workout is left
because of legacy use of Fixed Costs. Microsoft introduced the Cost Resource
in 2007 which completely replaces the functionality of the Fixed Cost.
We shall retain this workout because:
You may be importing older projects
You might prefer to use it in specific situations
It is often referred to in some of the standard MSP texts
Fixed costs are one time costs entered for a specific Task. They are constant
regardless of the Task Duration, the amount of work performed by the
resource or the number of assignment units.
Another term for fixed costs is Lump Sum costs. MSP uses the former.
Note: there is really no real reason for this feature as you can use Material
Resources to define Fixed Costs and assign them to Tasks. It is best you use
Material Resources as they are easier to control with all other resources.
There is a tendency to use Fixed Costs for such items as:
Down payments
Licenses
Penalties and fines
Tickets
Subscriptions
Contracts
Visit costs
All of the above can be defined using Material Resources.
Hint: fixed costs can be assigned to a Task in addition to rate-based resource
costs. For instance, if a resource assigned to a Task also incurs travel costs, the
travel costs can be added as a fixed amount to the same Task.
Hint: since Fixed Costs are entered for specific Tasks, they are not entered on
the Resource Sheet but for the Tasks in question.
A) Enter a Fixed Cost for a Task
1) Create a new project with any name
2) Create Task A and enter 4 days for the Duration.
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3) Create a resource called Electrician with a standard rate = $45. Let there be
2 units of the resource (the maximum).
4) Use the Split View (from the Gantt Chart) and right click on it to use the
COST view for the Split View.
5) Using the Split View, assign 2 Electricians to Task A and review its cost.
6) Remove the Split in the Gantt Chart and select the menu VIEW / TABLE /
COST
The Cost table with the Fixed Cost and Fixed Cost Accrual fields is applied to
the Task sheet.

7) In the Fixed Cost field for the Task, enter $500.
8) In the Fixed Cost Accrual field, specify when the cost should be accrued:
Beginning of the Task
At the end
Or prorated throughout the Duration of the Task
The planned fixed cost for the Task is added to the cost of assigned resources
and is shown in the Total Cost field as $2880.00.

B) Set the Default Fixed Cost Accrual Method
Select the menu item FILE / OPTIONS then select the SCHEDULE tab
In the Default Fixed Costs Accrual list, select your preferred accrual method.

Warning: the accrual default setting only applies to Fixed Costs for Tasks but
not resource costs. You cannot set the default accrual for resources. MSP
defaults it to "prorated" and you have to choose the others.
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Workout 109: Assign Cost Resources to a Task
Purpose: Cost Resources are new since MSP 2007. This Workout shows you
how to assign them to a Task. Cost Resources were introduced in MSP 2007.
They allow you to replace the older technique of using Fixed Costs. The logic of
Cost Resource is weird. You simply have to define the labels in the Resource
Sheet (see Workout 97: Specify Cost Resources)
To assign Cost Resources to a Task, we will start by defining some Cost
Resources as per the above Workout:
1) Create any project and save it.
2) Create a Task A and give it a Duration of 4 days.
3) Create two Cost Resources where the type of resource is Cost
Return Ticket to London
Software Licenses

Notice that MSP does not allow you to enter any costing information for these
resources. Nor is there any maximum for the available units.
4) Go back to the Gantt Chart and split the Table view (right click and split).
Right click on the lower pane and select Resource Cost.
5) Select the Task A.
6) In the lower pane, in the drop down list, select: Return Tickets to London.
Warning: there is a problem with MSP here: you cannot enter the cost directly
into the Cost Column of the assigned Resource. This is a bug which has not
been fixed since 2007. Solution: double click the field and you will get the
Resource Information Box. Then close it. Now you can enter $2000 as the price
of the Return Ticket to London.
7) Do the same for Software Licenses, entering the value $700 for the cost.
8) Now switch to the Resource Usage table to view the assignment
Add a column for Cost
Add a row (right click and select Detail Styles if you don't see Cost)
You will see the following:
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Hint: the cost resources were prorated because that was the default setting in
the Resource Sheet. Had we put Start as the accrual method, MSP would have
assigned the resources to the first day:
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